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Hi 

 

Im writing once again to ask have you done anything about the plague of gulls in 

Marino and city centre. 

I have taken the following photos minutes ago and was rewarded by a flying full slashing 

fecal matter all over my window. My neighbours see fit to throwing a sliced pan onto 

their roof. My immediate neighbours empty their dinner plates into their garden. The 

park at the top of my avenue is a dumping ground for a couple of individuals who think 

they are good people by emptying their food waste every morning onto the grass for 

the gulls. Why are you not imposing fines for this. Why are you not putting notices on 

radio and tv citing its illegal to feed them. Feeding them ensures they return same time 

every day. Our schools nearby cannot allow the kids eat their lunches outdoors because 

of them so this cuts short their fresh air time. 

Children are terrified of them with good reason. They know these creatures will attack 

when they have food. 

 

Its about time now as we enter into the hatching season again to stand up and do 

something positive about it once and for all. 
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Hi 

 

Im writing once again to ask, implore has any steps been taken to cull the epidemic in ny 

neighborhood and city. 

 

Our park Croydon every morning has hundreds of gulls already scavenging for food. And 

diagracefully, some idiots are actually emptying their food waste into the park for them to feed on 

rather than use their buns. As i write i see my neighbours have emptied a sliced pan onto their shed 

roof and cacophony of screeching now is unreal. Thus, my neighbours ensuring that we will be 

revisited each and every day now as they see them as a food source. Why are you not putting out 

notices on RTE and Radio Stations citing it is illegal to feed these creatures. I have just taken a photo 

and have been rewarded with one of them slashing fecal matter all over my bedroom window. What 

is wrong with you people. Children, including my own and grandchildren are terrified of them and 

with good reason. They attack humansnis they have food. Our city ia turning into a very sorry state. 

Our Liffey boardwalk cannot be used by us dwellers because it is full of walking zombies from drug 

addiction, alcohol addiction, mental health, and homelessness. Top that with gulls in their hundreds 

squaking up and down our streets. What do we have to do to stop it. 

 

Time to do your jobs and act i would think. 


